2000 lincoln town car door panel removal
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been viewed , times. Learn more Start by removing the control panel and door latch with a
screwdriver and disconnecting their electrical wires. Take a firm hold of the panel, and pull it
straight off. Once all of the clips are disconnected, the control panel will slide right out. Tip:
Many door panels are held on by specialized screws that can be difficult to replace. Support
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used by other entities without the express written consent of wikiHow, Inc. Lift the door latch
and remove the screw attaching it to the panel. Hold the door handle latch open and look for a
fastening screw at the base of the latch. Take a screwdriver and remove the screw. Use a pair of
pliers to pull the door latch off of the panel. The door latch is also held in place by small plastic
clips that can make it difficult to remove by hand. Use a pair of pliers to get a good grip on the
latch and then gently, but firmly pull the latch away from the panel. Be careful not to squeeze
the latch too hard with the pliers or you could crack or crush it. Wedge a screwdriver into the
lower edge of the control panel and pry it up. Most modern cars have a panel on the door that
controls the windows and door lock. Take a flathead screwdriver and wedge it into the lower
edge of the control panel, where it connects to the door panel. Use gentle pressure to pry it up
and pop it out of place. Disconnect the wires from the control panel to remove it. Locate the
plugs on the backside of the panel. Take a firm grip on the plug and gently wiggle it as you pull
it off. Remove any plugs attached to the panel. Remove the clip wire and pull off the window
crank if there is one. Some cars may have a manual window crank that needs to be removed.
Take a metal pick tool and wedge it behind the crank. Locate the small clip wire holding it in
place and slide it out from behind the crank. Then, pull the crank straight out with your hands to
remove it. Part 2 of Insert a screwdriver into the edge of the armrest cover and pry it off. The
armrest cover may be concealing a fastening screw. Take a flathead screwdriver and wedge it
into the crack at the edge of the panel. Apply gentle pressure to pop it out and remove it. Pry off
the cover at the edge of the window with a screwdriver. Look for a small, triangular cover piece
at the top edge of the door panel, where the window connects to it. Wedge your fingers into the
edge of the cover piece and gently pull against it to remove it. Remove the speaker cover and
screws and pull it off if there is one. Remove off the speaker cover by wedging a screwdriver
into the edge of it and prying it off. Then, remove any screws holding the speaker in place. Pull
the speaker out of the door panel and unplug any wires connected to it. Part 3 of Pry off any
screw covers from the door panel with a screwdriver. Look for small, round plastic pieces that
are the same color as your door panel, wedge a flathead screwdriver into them, and pry them off
to expose the fastening screws beneath them. Check behind the door latch, beneath the control
panel, and on the sides of the door panel. Remove the fastening screws from the panel. Use a
screwdriver to take out all of the fastening screws from the door panel. Some panel screws may
be plastic and can simply be pulled out of place with a pair of pliers. Grab the door panel at the
top and bottom and wiggle it. Use your hands to take a firm grip on the door panel with your
hands by holding it at the top and bottom. Gently wiggling the panel will loosen the connecting
clips, making it easier to remove. Pull the door panel straight out with your hands to remove it.
Disconnect the small, plastic connector clips holding the door panel in place by pulling the door
panel straight out using 1 swift motion. The clips will unsnap and the panel will come right off.
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Helpful 0. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 0. You start by opening the car door. You will see a few small
and big screws. Start by unscrewing the small ones and then the big ones. Now make sure child

lock is off and every switch on the side of the door is off. Carefully remove the door by pushing
it up, then lifting it to the desired area. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 3. There's a screw under the door
handle that most people miss -- you need a T18 type screwdriver for it. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 3.
Take off screws, slide out the power connector, remove screws, pull off the sail panel, go to the
bottom edge and take out pop rivets, lift off the panel, and push the handle. Reverse the steps
to put back on. Not Helpful 7 Helpful 2. That requires you removing the seat next to the door
from the other side. At that point, you should have enough space to remove the door. Not
Helpful 3 Helpful 2. What makes your car window drop down in the door without actually rolling
it down? Frequently the window has fallen out of it's track, and the motor can no longer
maintain positive control of the pane. On rare occasions, the motor has fallen out of alignment
and there is nothing left to hold the pane in place. Start by carefully removing the door panel
and then verifying where the pane of glass is. Be sure to watch for the potential of broken glass
or large shards at the bottom of the panel or frame. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 1. Unanswered
Questions. What is the size of the inner door panel diameter. How do I remove my interior
panels from the tailgate of my vehicle? Where do I find the cap for a Toyota sienna van rear
hatch wiper arm? How do I remove the driver's side door panel on a vehicle? Include your email
address to get a message when this question is answered. By using this service, some
information may be shared with YouTube. Related wikiHows How to. How to. More References
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for creating a page that has been read , times. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow
better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Related Articles How to. By
signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. Get all
the best how-tos! X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world
continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! Time to remove the
dash assembly from this Lincoln Town Car. Now it was time to move on to the main dash
assembly. I removed the actual instrument cluster in order to lighten the load and because they
are relatively fragile. The shift indicator cable had already been disconnected during the
process of removing the steering column. Once the screws are removed the cluster can be
maneuvered around to gain access to the harness connector. The gray lever shown below
would have been all of the way to the right and laying tight against the connector body. There is
a latch that has to be depressed so that the lever can be lifted and rotated to the left position.
When the lever reaches the full left position it will begin to lift the connector body from the
instrument cluster assembly. The terminals are delicate and care should be taken to keep the
connector from moving any direction except straight up. The clock and radio do not have to be
removed first in order for the dash assembly but they will need to be removed later to gain
access to the screws holding the duct work in place. They are easier to remove while the dash
assembly is still in the car and it will make the assembly lighter. Two screws hold the top edge
of the clock in place. Then the clock has to be firmly pulled from the dash as it is still held in
place by two spring clip retainers. There are two screws behind the clock that secure the upper
edge of the radio assembly. There are two more screws at the two lower corners. All of the
retaining screws for the clock and the radio have 7 mm heads. On this Town Car there were two
electrical plugs and on antenna lead attached to the rear of the radio assembly. The door seals
in that area should also be pulled loose from the body lip. I find it easier to pull the panel from
the top edge and bring in down towards the seat in order to free the spring clip retainers. The
panel can then be rocked back and forth and ultimately lifted from the corner of the dash. Care
should be taken to lift this panel high enough to clear the main dash assembly so that the clips
will not drag across the softer dash surfaces. The three 7 mm headed screws are longer than
any other similar screws in the dash and should be kept separate for proper re installation later.
The passenger side underdash hush panel is held in place with three push pin retainers. A tool
can be used to pull them loose but I just pulled the panel down by starting at one corner and
working my way across. Once these pins get older and more brittle that will no longer work.
After opening the glove box the sides of the inner compartment need to be pulled in to release
the stop pins. I do this because I need the extra room for the next step. The cable stop attaching
pin will need to be removed from the side of the glove box. Not easy to see but there is a small
detent on the lower edge that has to be released and then the pin can be slid down to the larger
slot for removal. There are two 7 mm headed screws that hold the glove box hinge bracket to
the dash. When reinstalling pay attention to the two nearby holes that have alignment bosses
around their inner circumferences. Snug the screws and wiggle the hinge bracket around while
applying a slight upward pressure. Until you feel them drop into position. You must be logged in
to post a comment. Skip to content. There is one harness connector at the rear of the clock
assembly. The lifting motion can continue across the dash until the panel is fully loosened. The

panel drops down and the courtesy light socket can be twisted loose and removed. Share Your
Experience: Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. The name "Town Car" was
originally a designation for the highest trim package of the Lincoln Continental, which debuted
as a Continental Town Car in Lincoln moved the name to its own model line in , when the first
Lincoln Town Car arrived in showrooms. The doors of the Lincoln Town Car house a variety of
accessories, including the door module, power lock actuator, power window motor, window
regulator and window and lock switches. The switches reside in the door panel itself, while the
other components are installed inside the door. Lower the Town Car's window. Pry the trim
caps off the ends of the door pull strap. Pry the trim cover out of the inner door handle bezel.
Remove the two screws holding the door pull strap to the door, using a socket wrench and an
8-mm socket. Remove the screw inside the inner door handle bezel, using the socket and
wrench. Lift the door panel up and off the door. Reach between the door panel and door to
disconnect the power window and lock switches from the wiring harness. Disconnect the inner
door handle cable from the door handle. Unplug the courtesy light wiring harness. Move the
panel away from the door to complete removal. Move the door panel next to the door. Plug the
wiring harnesses into the courtesy light and window and lock switches. Connect the inner door
handle cable to the inner door handle. Lower the Town Car's door panel onto the door, guiding
the upper portion of the panel into the window well and the retainer tabs located on the
backside of the panel into their respective slots on the inner door skin. Reinstall the three
screws -- two in the d
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oor pull and one in the inner door handle bezel -- using the socket wrench and socket. Reinstall
the inner door handle trim bezel and door pull trim caps to complete reinstallation. Allen
Moore's career includes awards in poetry and creative fiction, published lyrics, fiction books
and nonfiction articles as well as a master certification in automotive service from the Ford
Motor Company. Moore is a contributing writer for RF Step 1 Lower the Town Car's window.
Step 2 Remove the two screws holding the door pull strap to the door, using a socket wrench
and an 8-mm socket. Step 3 Lift the door panel up and off the door. Step 4 Disconnect the inner
door handle cable from the door handle. Step 5 Move the door panel next to the door. Step 6
Lower the Town Car's door panel onto the door, guiding the upper portion of the panel into the
window well and the retainer tabs located on the backside of the panel into their respective
slots on the inner door skin. Trim tool Socket wrench 8-mm socket.

